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Hiring for hyper growth 
at PlanGrid

Company overview

About

PlanGrid is a construction productivity software, with a platform that 

provides real-time updates and seamless file synchronization over 

Wi-Fi and cellular networks

Industry 

Construction

Company size

130 employees

Did you know?

PlanGrid was founded in 2011

60%

65%
Referral hire rate

4x 
Quadrupled in size

<1
Week for 

implementation

Results



Prior to Greenhouse, PlanGrid had no ATS. The company used a 

combination of Salesforce and Trello to track candidates. This gave 

them little visibility into their end-to-end process, made it challenging 

to collaborate, and impossible to scale.

Simplicity, structure and stability

PlanGrid’s culture is one of transparency and open communication, 

with a strong focus on talent and recruiting. The culture is a major 

factor that helps PlanGrid bring in and retain top talent. Despite a 

fiercely competitive market, PlanGrid’s emphasis on culture meant 

that hiring was never rushed. PlanGrid chose Greenhouse because 

it enabled structured yet flexible workflows which aligned with the 

company’s own culture and recruiting practices.  

• The PlanGrid team was more prepared and conducted more 

focused interviews

• Culture was more easily assessed by leveraging attributes within 

customized scorecards

• The overall process was more efficient because of built-in task 

management and automated alerts

• Employees could more easily share open jobs on social networks, 

significantly expanding reach for recruiting

“
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“Greenhouse has made it easy to get everyone 
involved in the recruiting process – employees 
are now eager to be involved and collaborate.”

Shaya Fidel 
Head of Growth Operations
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Interview kit

Prepare team members to conduct focused interviews and collect 

meaningful feedback to make informed hiring decisions.

Rapid growth and referral success

The PlanGrid team was able to get up and running with Greenhouse 

within a week, and has since quadrupled in size. With structured 

recruiting and a referral strategy now powered by Greenhouse, 

PlanGrid boasts a 65% referral to hire rate.

See how Greenhouse can optimize your recruiting 

at greenhouse.io
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